IMAGINE
No limitations... what could be?

This electronic TEDxGilbert program respects the environment by eliminating paper, using electrons instead of organic molecules.

THE
SCHEDULE

5:30 doors open, check in
6:00 Welcome by Mark Newman, M.C.
Intro TEDx video by Chris Anderson
Performance by Ada McCartney
1st Kiersten Begay “Understanding the American Indian Voice”
2nd Kaitlyn Fitzgerald “Reinventing the Human Relationship to Water”
3rd Adlai Lipton “The Most Overlooked Learning Tool in Education: Recess”

INTERMISSION
Performance by Ada McCartney
4th Dr. Angela Kenzslowe “Crossing the Color Line: Overcoming Bias to Forge Relationships”
5th Amanda Schuerman “Redefining the Cardboard Box: Youth in Public Policy”
6th Adam Brooks “Generation Z: Busy, Numb, and Balanced?”

SPEAKER DETAILS

Kiersten Begay

Kaitlyn Fitzgerald

Adlai Lipton

Kiersten Begay is a senior at Arizona State

Kaitlyn Fitzgerald is Director of Brand at Zero Mass

Adlai Lipton is a sixth grader in the Comprehensive Gifted

University majoring in Business Law and American

Water. Kaitlyn brings her passion for using business to

Program at Ingleside Middle School in Phoenix, Arizona.

Indian Studies. She is currently a Native American

drive positive social change to Zero Mass Water and has

Adlai loves learning and sharing information with others

Management Intern at the Town of Gilbert where her

channeled these values into the brand, driving access to

around him. Adlai enjoys throwing runners out as a

primary responsibilities include formulating,

drinking water with the company's SOURCE Hydropanels

catcher on the baseball diamond. In fifth grade, Adlai

researching, and presenting project research to

producing water from sunlight and air. At Zero Mass

developed a passion for hiking. Since then, he has hiked

executive-level staff. Kiersten Begay is a Dine`

Water, Kaitlyn focuses on transforming consumer

to the bottom of the Grand Canyon and the top of Mt.

woman from the Navajo Nation. She traditionally

behavior around drinking water in favor of sustainable

Washington (tallest peak in New England).

represents herself as: born for the yucca fruit-

choices. A graduate from Arizona State University, Kaitlyn

strung-out-in-a-line clan and born for the salt water

has a B.A. in Global Studies and a B.A. in Business

clan, while her maternal grandfather is near-the-

Administration with a concentration on Public Service and

water clan, and her paternal grandfather was of the

Public Policy and has a certificate in Arabic Studies.

deer spring clan.

SPEAKER DETAILS

Dr. Angela Kenzslowe

Amanda Schuerman

Adam Brooks

Dr. Angela Kenzslowe is a clinical psychologist,

Amanda Schuerman is an 18-year-old community activist

Adam Brooks is an award-winning motivational speaker

entrepreneur, author, transformational speaker,

from Gilbert, Arizona. She currently serves as the

and distinguished educator at multiple colleges and

actor and visionary, Dr. Angela Kenzslowe has been

Southwest Regional Director with March For Our Lives

universities in the areas of communications and

empowering others to live their best life for more

and as the Captain of her Speech and Debate team. She

education. He is the founder of Youth Awareness and

than 20 years. Throughout her professional career

is a senior at Gilbert Classical Academy High School and

Safety, an educational consulting firm which builds digital

she has helped others heal from psychological

plans to pursue a career in nonprofit law. She was

citizenship strategies for families, schools and non-

trauma, taught business courses at the collegiate

awarded the Flynn Scholarship

profits. Adam also created the award-winning Drive-A-

level, been featured in TV and Film, and launched

Logue, a research-based strategy to encourage

several entrepreneurial ventures

meaningful conversations with our students while driving
in the car. Adam has authored the best- selling Brooks
Books mini books, “Understanding Millennials” and “The
Social Media Handbook.”

PERFORMER & M.C.

Ada McCartney
Ada McCartney is an educator, literary
artist, and contemplative movement
practitioner. Born in Colon, Michigan, she
now resides in Tempe, Arizona. The aim of
her work is to extrapolate meaning from
metaphor, to lovingly liberate (herself) from
oppressive socialization, and to explore the
internal~external landscape with
unencumbered attention to detail.

Mark Newman
Mark Newman is the owner of Newman
Realty and a resident of Gilbert for just over
25 years. He and his wife Mickie have a
blended family of 5 young adult children and
are extremely active in the local community.
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SPECIAL
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Damon & Gilbert High
School

Advisory Board of Gilbert Talks:
Patrick Banger, Eddie Cook, Jen
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Leah Hubbard-Rhineheimer, Rick
Kettner, Kimber Lanning, Mark
Newman, Mickie Newman, Darren
Patoni, Libby Pierce, and
Les Presmyk.
Bernard at Big Frog
Printing

OUR SPONSORS

The Amy Jones Group specializes in
residential real estate with a team of experts
who live, work and play in the Southeast
Valley. With more than 2300 home sales
and a reputation of honest, ethical, and
compassionate customer service, clients of
The Amy Jones Group say buying or selling
a home with the team is like "working with
your best friends.”

Orcutt Winslow is a multi-disciplinary
Architecture firm specializing in Education,
Health Care, Veteran Home and Senior
Living design across the US. Their offices
are located in Phoenix, Nashville and
Dallas-Fort Worth.

Rayhons Financial Solutions is a Strengthsbased disciplined financial planning &
Investment management services firm that
believes there is more to life than money.
* Special thanks to Don Skousen, a
leader in the Gilbert community

Where fun is always celebrated. Choose
your style, choose your color and get ready
to have some fun. At Big Frog, creativity is
celebrated in a big way, every day!

Art Intersection encourages creative
individuals to take their work to the next
level through programs and facilities in
which they learn, create and exhibit. They
embrace and promote the intersection of
photography with related art forms as they
foster imaginative and innovative
approaches to serving the community in the
pursuit of this vision.

Board Developer helps organizations
succeed and grow through business
management development. Knowing where
you want to go is essential. Knowing
someone who can help take you there can
make a huge difference.

OUR SPONSORS

CookDZ is a project management
consulting firm focused on assisting public
agencies deliver capital assets with
benefits that enhance the quality of life

We provide everything from print
layout, custom photography, and project
management to full blown website
development, custom plugin creation and
e-commerce solutions. Unlike most webonly design companies, Kill Disco Design
won’t fit your business into our templates.
We make sure your needs are met with
custom solutions… just ask our clients.

Willmeng Construction, in business
since 1977, is committed to staying true to
building excellence and preserving the
company’s high value to the clients we
serve. Our strategic vision focuses on
three fundamental aspects: supporting
prelease transactions; maintaining our
ability to competitively bid projects small
and large; and fostering the “altruistic
service” corporate culture established by
recruiting highly talented individuals of
great character. Willmeng has been built
on relationships. And our clients can attest
to the fact that we’ve never missed a
substantial completion date.

Chris Skidmore is a freelance designer
specializing in graphic design and
marketing.

HDA Architects has been providing
architectural design services for Gilbert for
over 30 years. We are proud to be located
in Gilbert and have designed significant
structures in the community including fire
and police stations, schools for the Gilbert
and Chandler School Districts, as well as
the Southeast Regional Library and the
new Gilbert Public Safety Training Facility.

Studio Fortis is a multimedia design
company that inspires and assists other
small businesses to express themselves
creatively through various forms of media.
We appreciate designer Dani Kahn for
creating our amazing “X” logo this year.

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
SUPPORT.
Stay tuned at tedxgilbert.com for videos of tonight’s
speakers and details for TEDxGilbert 2020! If you have
any questions, email us at tedxgilbert@gmail.com

